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ᱟањ䱯бݻㅖਧǄ൘࣐㓣䱯㛟Ӫѝˈ䘉њമṸ
ԓ㺘൘᭵һ䟼Ⲵ㵈㴋Ǆ䱯㓣ᯟ൘䱯㛟䈝ѝᱟ㵈㴋㖁Ⲵ䊑ᖱˈ
ҏᱟᴹࡋᔪᙗˈ㚚᰾ⲴᙍǄᡁԜਟԕӾ㘱ᐸⲴᕅሬлᆖࡠ
ᴤཊޣҾ䱯㓣ᯟ䘉њᆇⲴ᮷ॆ⌘䟺઼᭵һǄ⭏ࣘൠ䇢䘠䱯
㓣ᯟ᭵һⲴ⌅ᇍᱟ丣Ҁˈᩎㅁ઼ᠿᔿⲴӂࣘǄ

൘㾯䶎࣐㓣ˈᴹ䘉ṧањՐ㔏᭵һӪ⢙ˈԆՊԕᔴӪ
Ⲵᯩᔿᶕᮉ㛢䛓ӋнੜԆ䈍Ⲵᴻ৻ᡆ㘵ᇦӪǄԆ㻛ਛڊཨ䱯
㓣ᯟˈԆԕ㵈㴋Ӫ䱯㓣ᯟ䰫ǄԆᴹⲴᰦىᱟӪˈᴹⲴᰦى
৸ਈᡀ㵈㴋Ǆкॳᒤᶕˈ⾆⾆䖸䖸䜭൘⍱ՐԆⲴ᭵һǄ᤹➗
Ր㔏ҐᜟˈӪԜᑨ⭘ཨᕐⲴࣘˈᠿॆⲴ༠丣ˈᴹࡋⲴ
㡎䑸ᶕ䇢䘠ཨ䱯㓣ᯟⲴ᭵һǄ⧠൘ቡ䇙ᡁԜа䎧ᶕབྷ༠ᵇ䈫
䘉њ᭵һʽ











᭵һㆰӻ˖


ބᆀߣᇊ৫ⴻᵋԆⲴᴻ৻㵈㴋--䱯㓣ᯟˈԆԜᐢ㓿ྭ䮯
ᰦ䰤⋑ᴹ㿱䶒ҶǄѪҶᒶ⾍Ԇ઼䱯㓣ᯟⲴ৻䈺ˈބᆀ߶઼༷
䱯㓣ᯟа䎧ڊањ啃Ǆਟᱟ䱯㓣ᯟ⭘⭏⯵Ѫُਓᤂ㔍ᑞᘉǄ






俆ݸᡁ㾱ᝏ䉒ᡁⲴㅜаսѝ᮷㘱ᐸˈᡁⲴྭᴻ৻ˈᕐ㘱ᐸ˄ᕐ᱕

ᴰਾˈބᆀањӪᢺ啃ྭڊҶǄ䱯㓣ᯟ䛓ཙԕト䘛᭦൪㘼ф

ᆀ˅Ǆᝏ䉒ྩⲮᘉѻѝᣭࠪᰦ䰤ᶕᢺᡁᴰௌ⅒Ⲵ᭵һ㘫䈁ᡀѝ᮷Ǆ

䘎㍟ࡠԆⲴᮤњᇦ᯿Ǆ

਼ᰦᡁҏ㾱ᝏ䉒㺱ᠯྣ༛Ⲵ㘫䈁ṑሩǄ



൘᮷ᆇоၡҀᢰᵟᰕ⳺ਁ䗮ⲴᖃӺц⭼ˈᰐ䇪օᒤ喴ˈ㛔㢢ˈ
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Ӫᴻ৻⅒㚊аาˈޘӪ㊫ཙлаᇦⲴௌᛖǄ
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࣐㓣ᴹਕ؇䈍ˈ
Āа⻇ྭ⊔Պᢺབྷᇦ䜭㚊ࡠа䎧ᶕā

ᡁ㿹ᗇሩҾањྭ᭵һҏᱟ䘉ṧ
䛓⧠൘ᡁԜа䎧ᶕੜњ᭵һʽ
J.N.
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䱯⬖,⅒䗾ʽᡁԜᱟ˄䶎⍢˅བྷ䱶ᆀ≁ˈ䱯㓣
ᯟ䈤ˈԆԜⲴҐ؇ᱟ䇙ᇒӪᝏࡠᇮ㠣ྲᖂˈ䱯㓣ᯟⲴ
ཚཚ䱯ݻ䈪ӊ㔉ބᆀҶਲ਼Ⲵˈ䘈㔉ԆقҶ߹≤Ǆ
ᖸѵᖸѵԕࡽˈ൘⤞ᆀ䘈⋑ᴹ࡙⡚ˈѼ呖ҏнՊ
ੰੰਛⲴᰦˈىаཙˈ㵈㴋䱯㓣ᯟᇦ䟼ᶕҶаսᇒӪˈ
ԆᴰྭⲴᴻ৻ˈބᆀǄ


䱯㓣ᯟ઼ބᆀྭѵ⋑㿱ҶˈԆԜањݯൠ㙺
ཙˈ㙺Ҷྭѵྭѵˈބᆀ䜭ᝏ㿹ཏཏⲴҶǄ

а䘋ᇦ䰘ˈބᆀቡ㿱Ҷ䘉Ӌᒤ䱯㓣ᯟ᭦䳶Ⲵ┲
Ӟ⧙ˈݯᴰݸ੨ᕅԆ⨳Ⲵᱟ㋮㠤Ⲵ䠁ᶆˈՐ㔏
ᐕⲴᵘࠣǄᵘࠣᆀк⵰䱯бݻ᯿Ⲵമ㞮ˈਔ㢢
ਔ俉Ⲵᒺк䬪⵰㢢ᖙ᰾ӞⲴᖙ㔈㕆㓷ᐳˈ䘈ᴹᶕ㠚䶎
⍢઼ঠᓖᜏ࿉ᜏ㛆Ⲵ䶒ާˈᯱ䗩Ⲵ້к䘈ᤲ⵰аᕐኡ
㖺ⳞǄ
䱯㓣ᯟ൘བྷṁ㦛ᓅлՁˈ᠂⌻⌻ൠ䓪൘Ԇ㠚ᐡ


Ā傜ݻ᫂ˈ㩘ˈ㩘ˈ㩘ʽāބᆀ䈤ˈᡁԜ㙺
ᗇཚཊˈᡁнᜣ㙺ˈૡԜݯ⛩ڊӰѸ˛


∄ྲ˛䱯㓣ᯟа䗩䰞а䗩䘈᠂⌻⌻ൠ䓪൘
ᒺ䟼ᱳᶕᱳ৫Ǆ

㕆㓷Ⲵᒺ䟼ᱳᶕᱳ৫ˈԆਟ⡡Ⲵᆀˈ䱯ݻ䈪ӊ↓
ĀᡁᴹњѫǄāބᆀ䈤Ǆ

൘❾俉㭹ڊ㣡⭏⛆ˈటǄǄǄྭྭਲ਼Ǆ


ĀᡁԜ৫᷇䟼ᓃ傜㾯ṁڊа䶒ඊᇎ৸ἂⲴ啃
ᶕѪᒶ⾍ᡁԜⲴ৻䈺ˈቡۿᡁԜӾࡽ䛓ṧᔰᗳൠᢃ啃
ୡⅼ䐣㡎ʽā

ĀੳǄǄǄā䱯㓣ᯟ䈤ˈĀྭᱟྭˈնᱟᡁнՊᮢ


啃ˈ䈤ཙݯཚ✝Ҷˈᡁҏᥪ㍟ⲴǄā

Āྭˈāބᆀ䈤ˈĀᰒ❦⯵Ҷˈབྷݯᆀ൘䘉ˈ





Ԇᓄ䈕ਟԕᑞᑞᡁǄā







ĀӰѸ˛нՊᮢ啃˛ཚ㍟Ҷ˛ʽޘᱟُਓʽāބ
ᆀ䈤ˈĀаᮤཙகҏ⋑ᒢቡ䓪൘䛓њ۫ѾѾⲴ
ᒺ䟼Ǆᱟаਚ䎵᠂Ⲵ㵈㴋ʽāބᆀਛ䎧ᶕǄ
䱯㓣ᯟᴰ䇘়࡛Ӫ䈤Ԇ᠂ҶǄ



Ā᠂˛ᮒ䈤ᡁ᠂˛ᡁ⋑ᴹʽᡁਚᱟ㿹ᗇᴹ⛩
ݯн㡂ᴽˈਚᱟ䘉ṧ㘼ᐢˈᡁᡁᡁˈᡁ⯵Ǆā䱯㓣
ᯟ䀓䟺䈤ˈ↓ᐗˈ䱯㓣ᯟⲴєњݯᆀҶࡊ✔Ⲵኡ㢻




Āнннˈᡁབྷݯᆀҏ⯵Ǆā
Ā䛓ቡሿݯᆀāʽބᆀ㾱≲ࡠǄ
ĀੳǄǄԆҏн㡂ᴽǄā䱯㓣ᯟ䈤ˈԆ䈤䘉䈍Ⲵᰦ
ى䰝⵰ⶋޫ⾎ˈ䘈а䗩䖫䖫ᱳ⵰ᒺˈ䱯㓣ᯟٷ㻵
㠚ᐡ㾱ⶑ⵰ҶǄ

઼❾俉㭹ࡠ䲒ᆀ䟼ᶕҶǄ
Ԇ䘈ᴹ⛩ᠿ䉁ൠᢃ䎧બᶕǄǄǄ


ބᆀ㻛⭌㖾Ⲵ俉ણݯалᔴ࠶⾎Ҷˈн䗷৸䗵䙏
ൠഎ䗷⾎ࡠ䱯㓣ᯟⲴ⯵ᛵкǄ

Ā䱯㓣ᯟ䘉њ↫㵈㴋ˈཚнਟ⨶௫Ҷʽāބᆀ
ᣡᙘࡠǄ









䱯ݻ䈪ӊᆼޘнᜣӻޕԆԜⲴҹˈྩٷ㻵Ӱ
Ѹҏ⋑ੜࡠˈ㔗㔝൘䛓⸽⵰✗⚹ᆀ⭘ⲴḤ⚛Ǆ


ᯗཤ⸽Ḥ⚛Ⲵ༠нᰦⲴՐᶕˈބᆀ䈤ˈĀ㾱
н䘉ṧˈُᡁⲴᯗᆀ઼້к䛓ᕐ㋮㠤Ⲵኡ㖺Ⳟˈ
ᡁ㠚ᐡ৫ᓃᯟṁˈ⸽лᶕѻਾオṁᗳˈ㻵к



ኡ㖺Ⳟˈ㠚ᐡڊа䶒啃ྭੇ˛ā



ѪӰѸ䱯㓣ᯟ䘉Ѹ䳮༴˛Ԇⵏᱟањᖸ⛲Ⲵ

ބᆀⵏⲴᴹ⛩н⡭ҶǄ

ᴻ৻ʽބᆀ䳮䗷ᶱҶǄ
ĀᡁՊᢺ啃എᶕˈᮢ啃䐣㡎ୡⅼⲴ⍫ݯᡁањ
ӪवശݯҶʽāބᆀᴹ⛩✖䒱ˈк≄н᧕л≄ൠ䈤Ǆ

Āಒˈބᆀˈᡁᴹ⋑ᴹ䐏䇢ᯗᆀҏ⭏⯵Ҷ˛䘈


䱯㓣ᯟᡰᴹ੨ᕅބᆀ┲ⲴݹӞ᭦㯿૱ˈᵘࠣˈ
䶒ާˈа࠷Ⲵа࠷䜭ⷜ䰤ཡ৫Ҷݹ㣂䐏兵࣋Ǆ



ᴹ້кⲴ䛓ᕐኡ㖺Ⳟᱮ❦ҏнཚ㡂ᴽˈʽā

ބᆀཡᵋൠᔰҶ䱯㓣ᯟᇦǄ

䱯㓣ᯟㅁнਟᣁǄ

ބᆀ≄ᗇкヌл䐣ˈབྷൠլѾ䜭仔ᣆ䎧ᶕˈ䱯㓣
ᯟ䘈ਚᱟаㅁ㖞ѻˈ⋑аՊݯቡᢺ䘉һᘈᗇаᒢҼ


ԆㅁㅁㅁҶྭѵˈ㞠䜭ㅁᕟҶˈԆݯؙᆀҏ
ㅁ䎧ᶕˈʽ

߰Ǆ
⋑ཊѵބᆀቡࡠҶаἥᆼ㖾Ⲵᓃᯟṁ—㓸
Ҿਟԕڊа䶒ᴰἂⲴ䊑ᖱԆ৻ؙ䈺Ⲵ啃ҶǄ


ԆԜ䜭ㅁᗇ⌚䜭ࠪᶕҶǄ

䱯 㓣ᯟⲴ㘱ၶ䱯ݻ䈪ӊᐢ㓿㻛䘉њ啃༠㔉੨ᕅ




啃аބྭڊᆀቡᔰᢃ䎧ᶕˈ啃༠┑ݵҶੁᖰ
ࣷᮒ䐏ᇼ侦ⲴᐼްǄ

տҶˈ䲿⵰啃༠Ⲵ严ᖻྩ⵰䱯㓣ᯟ䐣䎧㡎ᶕǄ





Āଂଂˈଂଂˈ
ଂଂଂˈଂଂଂˈā



ԆԜᐢ㓿൘䲒ᆀ䟼䖜䎧ᶕҶˈ䖜ᗇ䲒ᆀ䟼ቈ൏伎

Ā--䗮ݻʽˈ䗮ݻ-䗮ݻʽ


--䗮ݻʽˈ䗮ݻ-䗮ݻʽā

ᢜʽ

Ā--䗮ݻʽˈ䗮ݻ-䗮ݻʽ

ԆԜⲴєњݯᆀҏᗽнտൠ࣐ޕҶԆԜˈㅁˈ


--䗮ݻʽˈ䗮ݻ-䗮ݻʽā

䐣ˈ䘈ୡ䎧ԆԜᴰௌ⅒Ⲵⅼᴢᶕ˖



ބᆀнڌൠᢃ⵰啃ˈԆ㾱аⴤᮢࡠቭޤѪ→ˈབྷ

Ā䖖䖖--ᓃǄ䖖䖖--ᓃǄ

Չݯ䜭ੜᗇࡠބᆀⲴ啃༠ˈ䱯㓣ᯟ䈤ˈ䘉ਟ〠ᗇкᱟ

䖖ᓃ-䍩᫂Ǆ䖖ᓃ-䍩᫂Ǆ

а䶒ྭ啃ʽ

ખ—ખ---ખʽā

㘱ၶˈݯᆀˈᘛᶕੜ䘉њྭੜⲴ啃༠ʽ






Ā䱯ૅ-䱯ˈ䱯-ૅ-ૅʽ
䱯ૅ-䱯ˈ䱯-ૅ-ૅʽ
䱯ૅ-䱯ˈ䱯-ૅ-ૅˈ䱯--ˈ
䱯ૅ-䱯ˈ䱯-ૅ-ૅˈ䱯--ʽā



䱯㓣ᯟаᇦ䐣ᗇਟᔰᗳҶˈൠкⲴ⚠ቈҏ䐏⵰伎
㡎䎧ᶕǄ

Ā✩✩㎹ඞˈ✩✩㎹ඞʽ




նᱟ䘉њ啃༠ᱟଚ䟼ᶕⲴ˛ѪҶራ啃༠Ⲵ

✩✩㎹ඞˈ✩✩㎹ඞʽ

ࠪ༴ˈ䱯㓣ᯟаᇦӪањ᧕⵰ањቡۿ䐣ᓧ㤴㡎䛓ṧ
ᧂᡀаᧂˈ䒖䒖䐣䐣ൠ䐣ࠪ䲒ᆀҶˈа䐟кԆԜୡǃ
䐣ˈ࡛ᨀᴹཊᔰᗳҶʽ

ʽ䗮ݻ䗮ݻʽā


ቡۿ䘌ਔ䎠ᶕⲴࠫ啃བྷᐸаṧˈ䱯㓣ᯟᮢ⵰ބᆀ



Ⲵ啃ˈ
Ā✩✩㎹ඞˈ✩✩㎹ඞʽ
✩✩㎹ඞˈ✩✩㎹ඞʽ
ʽ䗮ݻ䗮ݻʽā



䱯㓣ᯟⲴ啃༠䇙䱯ݻ䈪ӊ䳮ԕᣇᤂˈ䱯㓣ᯟ൘ࠫ
啃ࡽ㹼Ⲵᰦྩˈىҏ䖭ⅼ䖭㡎Ⲵᵍ䭷к䎠৫Ǆ

ᘭ❦啃༠ڌҶǄ
ĀˈᘾѸഎһ˛ᘾѸ⋑ᴹ啃༠Ҷ˛ā䱯㓣ᯟ㓣





䰧ࡠǄ
ᘭ❦Ԇਁ⧠ԆԜᐢ㓿䎠ࡠބᆀᇦн䘌ⲴൠᯩǄ
Āⴻˈ䛓ݯᴹањ啃Ǆ䛓ᱟބᆀ൘ᮢ啃ੇ˛ā䱯
ݻ䈪ӊ䰞ˈĀᡁⵏн⸕䚃Ԇᮢᗇ䘉ṧྭˈଖ!ā
ބᆀн⸕䚃৫ଚݯҶˈ≤Ӆᯱˈބᆀ⭘ࠪҶⲴ
ᓃᯟṁ┲ⲴڊӞ啃↓ㄟ↓ൠ・൘䛓ݯǄ
䱯㓣ᯟཚᜣᮢ䘉њ啃ҶˈԆ䎠ࡠ啃Ⲵ䐏ࡽҶࠐ
лˈ



㵈㴋аᇦᆼ⎨⊹ޘ൘㠚ᐡⲴц⭼䟼Ǆ

ބᆀ䛓Պ↓ݯ൘ՁˈԆᢃ㇇ⶑՊⲴݯᰦˈىケ
❦ੜࡠ啃༠઼⅒ㅁ༠Ǆ
Ā䈱൘ᮢᡁⲴ啃˛āބᆀ䗩ਛ䗩䐁ࠪ৫Ǆ

Āˈᱟʽ䱯㓣ᯟǄ䘉њ僇ᆀʽнᱟ
⯵ᘿᘿⲴᆼޘн㜭䐏ᡁа䎧ڊ啃Ⲵੇ˛ā
Āʽቡ䘎Ⲵᯗཤҏᱟ⯵Ⲵʽ
ʽՏབྷⲴ㤖䱯㓣ᯟቡᱟʽ⭊㠣䈤້
кⲴ㖺Ⳟ䜭ᱟ⯵Ⲵʽā

“ਸ਼
ਸ਼ˈ⧠൘Ⲵᆇᡁ䜭㿹ᗇ㔅ਓҶ!” ބᆀⵏᱟ
≄⠶ҶǄ


ބᆀ൘аੀѪᘛѻਾˈ䘈᤹➗ԆⲴҐᜟᢺԆⲴᐖ
䛫ਣ㠽Ԝ䜭ᶕ䈤㔉ԆԜੜǄ



ཚ䱣ޜޜҏ䜭л⨝Ҷᶕ৲࣐Ҷˈބᆀ㓸Ҿ᧗䇹ᆼ
ބᆀⶋᗇ㘱བྷˈ⭏≄ᶱҶʽ
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Before the Story

This symbol
is an “ADINKRA” symbol. Its origins are of the
Akan people in Ghana, West Africa. It is representative of Ananse
the Spider-Man. It is called ANANSE NTONTAN and it symbolizes
the "spider's web." The spider’s web, ANANSE NTONTAN, represents
wisdom, creativity and the complexities of life. We will learn more
about this in the Teacher’s Guide for presenting Kwaku Ananse
stories.
Ananse (Kwaku Ananse) is a traditional trickster character who is
sometimes a man and sometimes a spider, a spider-man, who
teaches life lessons through teasing and playing tricks. Telling his
stories can be fun and should be lively and engaging with singing,
movement and people joining in with exaggerated motion, dramatic
voice and creative dance and movement. Have fun telling this story!

First, for my very first Chinese language teacher, a dear friend,
Zhang lao shi (Chunzi Zhang), who, in between teaching university
classes and grading papers, courageously took on the task and
challenge of translating one of my favorite stories to tell into
Chinese. (I shall be forever grateful for you, Zhang lao shi!) I would
also to thank Yi Yuan for her assistance, “Thank you, Yi Yuan!”
For children of all ages, colors and faiths in today’s world of
texting and fun technology, may this humble book be an
encouragement to all of you to in-gather and share your stories and
time together as you realize that no matter which language we may
choose to tell our stories in, we all have stories and tales to tell . . .
to share and enjoy in the company of family, friends and our one
global humanity.
J.N.

ਹ⧋䳵

“Ahhh, Rabbit! My great friend!
back,” said Ananse.
One day, long before lions had their claws and before the crow
could “caw-cawww,” Ananse the Spider got a visit from his best
friend, Rabbit.
Upon entering the house, Rabbit could not help but notice all the
beautiful things his friend Ananse had collected over the years.
An elaborate, gold, walking cane and a hand-carved traditional
wooden stool were the first things to be noticed when you entered
Ananse’s home. The wooden stool was engraved with Adinkra
symbols.

Akwaaba, welcome!

We’re out

Since it was custom to make all visitors feel welcomed, Okonore
Yaa offered Rabbit something to eat and brought him a cup of cool
water to drink.
Ananse and Rabbit had not seen each other for such a long time.
All they did was talk and talk and talk and talk! Rabbit just could not
take it anymore.

Brightly colored kente cloth draped across an antique bed.
Expressive, colorful masks from Africa and India are hung beside a
piece of goat skin on the wall.
Meanwhile, Ananse is relaxing outback under a shade-tree, lazily
laying and swaying in the hammock he had made. His lovely wife,
Okonore Yaa, fried plantains and cooked peanut stew. Mmmm,
yummy!

“Makasa, kasa, kasa, kasa!” said Rabbit.
“I have talked and talked and talked and talked! I am tired of so
much talk, Ananse. Let’s do something!” said Rabbit.
“Like what?” asked Ananse, as he continued to lazily lay and sway
in his hammock.
“Hey, I’ve got an idea!” said Rabbit.

“Àgoo-o-o!” said Rabbit as he entered the house.

“Let’s go into the forest and find a Kumasi tree that will make us a
strong, wonderful drum to celebrate our friendship. Then, we could
play some music, sing some songs, dance and have fun like we used
to!” suggested Rabbit.

“Hmmm.
That would be nice,” said Ananse, “but I don’t know
how to play the drum; besides, it’s too hot and I’m too tired.”
“What? Can’t play the DRUM? Too tired?
HAH! Such excuses!” said Rabbit. “You’ve done nothing all day but
lazily lay around in that ol’ funny-looking hammock of yours. You are
just being a lazy spider!” shouted Rabbit.

Ananse, continuing to lazily sway in his hammock, replied:
“Uhn-uhn. My youngest son, he too is not feeling very well.”
With his eyes closed and his hammock still slowly swaying, Ananse
pretended to fall asleep.
“Zzzzz. Zzzzz. Zzzzz . . .” teased Ananse.

Ananse never liked being called lazy.
“Lazy? How dare you call me lazy,” protested Ananse. “I am not
lazy. I am . . . uhhh . . . I’m just not feeling very well, that’s all.
I’m . . . I’m . . . I am . . . s-s-sick.”
At that moment, two of Ananse’s sons came into the yard carrying
freshly baked yams and fried plantains.

“Ananse-the-Spider, YOU are imPOSSible!”
complained Rabbit.
Meanwhile, Okonore Yaa wanted no part of the argument. She
pretended to ignore them as she chopped more firewood for the
stove. Rabbit could hear the ax cutting the wood.
“Twah . . . twah . . . TWAH!”

Rabbit was briefly distracted by their sweet aroma but soon got
back to Ananse and his issue of being sick.
“Well then,” said Rabbit, “since you are so sick, perhaps your
eldest son, Intikuma, can come along and help me.”

went the ax.

“Well then, how about letting me borrow your AX and that fine
piece of goat skin on the wall inside the house?” continued Rabbit.
“I’ll go find a Kumasi tree, chop it down, hollow it out, fit on the
skin and make the drum myself!” suggested Rabbit, annoyed and half
out of breath.
“Oh, Rabbit, did I not tell you that my AX is sick too?” replied
Ananse. “And that the fine goat skin on the wall inside . . . uhhh . . .
huh-huh . . . is obviously not feeling very well either?”
And then-n-n . . .
“Ahhh-Hahahahaha!! Ah! Ah! Hoo-hoo-o-o!” Ananse began
laughing uncontrollably.
Ananse just laughed and laughed and laughed
and laughed! Ananse laughed so hard that his body doubled over.
His two sons started laughing too.

“Oh no-o-o-o, my eldest son is sick too!” said Ananse.
“Then let the youngest one come along!” demanded Rabbit.

They laughed so hard that tears formed in their eyes from such
hardy laughter.
“Why is Ananse being so difficult? He’s being
such a terrible friend,” thought Rabbit.
Everything in Ananse’s interesting group of collectables that
Rabbit had noticed earlier—the wooden stool, the masks,
everything—seemed to have lost their charm and beauty.

From the distance, everyone around could hear Rabbit’s
drumming. “Now that’s what I call good drumming,” said Ananse.
“Okonore Yaa-a-a! Brah! Brah! Come here!
drumming!” called Ananse.

Come listen to this

“Doon-Doon DOCK! Doon, DOCK-A-DOCK!
Doon-Doon DOCK! Doon, DOCK-A-DOCK!

Disappointed, Rabbit left the house.
Doon, doon, DOCK!”
In fact, Rabbit was so-o-o upset, that he hopped, hopped, hopped
away so furiously and so upset that the ground shook with each
hopping step. Ananse just laughed it off and soon forgot all about it.
A while later, Rabbit found the perfect Kumasi tree for his
drum—one that would symbolize their friendship. When Rabbit was
all done making the drum, he immediately began to play it, hoping for
a bold, rich, sound:
“Doon-Doon DOCK!

Doon, DOCK-A-DOCK!

Doon-Doon DOCK!

Doon, DOCK-A- DOCK!

Doon, doon, DOCK!”
Rabbit played on and on!

He played on to his own satisfaction.

The drumming had such an effect on Okonore Yaa. She could not
resist the drum’s poly-rhythmic beats and grabbed Ananse, dancing.

“Tah-tah, tahh, tahh, tah!”
“Doon-doon DOCK! Doon, dock-a-dock!”
Their choreographed feet sound out as they move across the
smooth dirt ground in their yard.
In no time, the two sons joined in, laughing. Dancing, clapping
and singing their favorite play-song.

Along the way the drumming stopped.
“Hey, what happened to the drumming?” asked Okonore Yaa.
They soon realized that they were only
a few yards away from Rabbit’s house.

“Chay-chay KOO-lay! Chay-chay KOO-lay!
Chay koh-FEE-sah! Chay koh-FEE-sah!
Ko-fee-sah langa! Ko-fee-sah langa! YO-O-O!”
Those spiders were having a good time!
Dust from the ground was just a-flying all around. All you could see
were a bunch of dusty Ananse-spiders, dancing, singing and having
their own private party.
Curious to find out where the drumming came from, Ananse and
his spider-family formed a dancing line, like a soul train conga line,
and went bouncing out of their yard in the direction of the drumming.
There they were, dancing, playing, and singing along the way as
they traveled the dirt path toward their musical delight.

As they got closer, “Look, there’s a drum over there!” said
Intikuma, Ananse’s oldest son.
“That must be the drum Rabbit wanted me to help make.” said
Ananse.
“That was Rabbit playing the drum?” asked Okonore Yaa.
didn’t know he could play like that!” she said.

“I

Rabbit was nowhere to be found. There, standing majestically
beside the water-well, was the beautiful drum Rabbit had made from
the famed Kumasi tree.
Ananse could not resist wanting to play such a beautiful drum.
He walked over to the drum and tapped it a few times:

Those spiders were in a world of their own. . . .
“Doon-doon, DOCK! Doon-doon, DOCK!

Meanwhile, Rabbit was just about to fall asleep when, suddenly,
the drumming and merriment caught his attention.

Doon-doon DOCK! Doon-doon, DOCK!”
Suddenly, like a master drummer from some distant past, Ananse
played Rabbit’s drum:
“Doon-doon, DOCK! Doon-doon, DOCK-a-DOCK!

“Who’s that playing my drum?” shouted Rabbit as he ran to his
doorway.
“Ah-ha! So, it is you Ananse! You hypocrite!” said Rabbit,
surprised to have found Ananse and his family there in his yard
playing his drum.

Doon-doon DOCK! Doon-doon, DOCK-a-DOCK!”
“Brekete-brekete! Brah! Brah! Brah!
Brekete-brekete! Brah! Brah! Brah”
Ananse’s drumming was just a bit too sweet for Okonore Yaa to
ignore. While Ananse kept the drumming going, Okonora Yaa and
her dancing feet went to town!
“TAH-tahh TAH! TAH-tahh TAH! TAH-tahh TAH!
TAH-tahh TAH! TAH-tahh TAH! TAH-tahh TAH!”
Ananse, the master drummer, plays on. . . .
“Twenni-pum, twenni-pum, twenni! PUM-pum-pum!
Twenni-pum, twenni-pum, twenni! PUM-pum-pum!”
“Doon-doon, DOCK! Doon-doon, DOCK-a-DOCK!
Doon-doon DOCK! Doon-doon, DOCK-a-DOCK!”

“You, who were supposed to be not feeling well and too sick to
help me make the drum,” continued Rabbit. “You, whose AX was
even too sick.

Again, the two boys are singing their favorite play song and soon
dancing with their mom:
“Chay-chay KOO-lay! Chay-chay KOO-lay!

YOU! The great Kwaku Ananse, the ageless spider-man who
is never at lost for playing tricks and has teased that even the goat
skin on the wall was obviously not feeling very well!”

Chay koh-FEE-sah! Chay koh-FEE-sah!
Ko-fee-sah langa! Ko-fee-sah langa! YO-O-O!”

“How ridiculous!” said Rabbit. And now, all of a sudden, you are
here in my yard playing my drum. The very same drum that YOU
were supposedly too sick to help make!

And I thought we were friends, Ananse KOKOROKO!”
Rabbit.

““Climb up to the ceiling, find yourselves a cozy corner and
spin the spider’s web!”

said

Whew! Now that was a mouthful. With eyes stretched wide open
and shoulders drawn up, Rabbit steamed!
After Rabbit had said all that he felt he had to say to Ananse, as
was custom to do, Rabbit invited over to his house some of the other
forest creatures that lived nearby.

“Spin the most intricate web you can spin and hide within as best
you can,” instructed Okonore Yaa to the children.
“Humph! No one shall ever see the look of embarrassment on my
face again,” she thought.
“And stay put! No worries.
concluded Ananse.

We will get to eat, bye and bye. . . .”

The boys just giggled and saw the whole day as another adventure
where they got to play, learn something new, and have some fun.
One thing for sure, as you may have learned from other Ananse
stories, that Ananse the Spider will always find a way to get himself
some food!
And there you have it. That is how the famed Kwaku Ananse, the
spider-man, and his family spent the rest of their day, way-y-y above
the rafters hidden within the most intricate spider’s web inside their
barn-house.
To this very day, after generations and generations of
Ananse-spiders, no matter the size or type of building, spiders will
spin their webs in the corners of walls and ceilings.

They all gathered in Rabbit’s backyard for the big meeting.
the Sun, fair to all, had come to join them.

Even

Why do spiders hide in corners?
makes it so!

Because of Ananse, Ananse

“Chay-chay KOO-lay! Chay-chay KOO-lay!
Once Rabbit had told everyone his story, about how Ananse the
spider had treated him and everything, Ananse and his spider-family
felt so-o-o embarrassed.

Chay ko-FEE-sah! Chay ko-FEE-sah!”
“Ko-FEE-sah langa! Ko-FEE-sah langa!

In fact, they were so embarrassed that when the meeting was
over, they immediately scrambled out of Rabbit’s yard and ran back
down the dirt path that had brought them to the house.
End of

Everyone headed straight for the barn as Ananse had suggested.
Once inside, Ananse commanded:

Story

YO-O-O!”

Psst! Hey, readers, listeners, come here! A little closer. I’ve got something to tell
you. For the record, Rabbit did eventually forgive Ananse for his selfish behavior.
You know, that’s what real friends do, forgive one another from time to time. . . .

৻䈺
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About the Author
A native of Philadelphia, PA, J’miah Nabawi’s storytrelling career
began when he met the Linda Goss, the official storyteller of
Philadelphia, PA. He later moved to the southeastern United States
with his family to learn more about his historical connection to Gullah
cultural heritage and to share his breadth of experiences from his
twenty-five plus years as a performing artist. Award by the National
Storytelling Network (NSN) in Jonesborough, TN, J’miah is also an
esteemed recipient of the ORACLE Award for Outstanding Service and
Leadership in the Southeast for service to his community through
storyteller.
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“Mr. Nabawi is one of Savannah’s most visible and favored
storytellers. He has been the community’s choice for various
festivities, with no barriers on race, ethnicity, or age. Whether it is
through the Live Oak Public Libraries, The Telfair Museum, local
churches, schools, universities, the leadership and service that he
continues to provide through his profession is legendary here
amongst Savannahians.”
~Dr. Otis S. Johnson, Former Mayor of Savannah, GA
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